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Disclosure: Trans Lives on Screen

My review of the Netflix documentary featuring Laverne
Cox, amongst others.

I had actually planned to see this film back in March, as it
was the *centrepiece* screening at the BFI’s LGBT film
festival.

Then the pandemic and lockdown came.

It’s now on Netflix, and at 1 hour and 47 minutes it’s *at least* 47 minutes too long,

the same points being made over and over and over again.
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As is typical for all things trans, the only experts invited to speak about images of

‘trans’ people on screen are, well, trans people, specifically trans actors who scrub up

well (which is way easier under strong white lighting on a white background).

No film critics or cultural experts speak, though one half the Wachowski ‘sisters’ does

feature.

Wachowski tells us that Bugs Bunny is his trans icon, backed up by Susan Stryker

who says the cartoon character was the only positive representation of trans-

femininity he saw as a child. 

When Bugs was ‘doing girl’ he was ‘desirable and powerful’. Hard to disagree.
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Laverne Cox tells us that seeing men dressed up as women for laughs made him feel

very bad when he was a kid and has affected him throughout his life. This is tied in

with a political diatribe about 'black face' and white colonialism and happily means

that it can now be part of

Netflix's #blacklivesmatter collection. 

Instead of exploring why sex mix-ups might be funny we have trans actor, Bianca

Leigh, tell us what we knew before we sat down - that trans people have the ‘most

sensitive radar’ in the world.

Leigh recalls his father and brothers used to laugh at the Three Stooges. “Really?

Come on!” Leigh spits in disgust. 

Susan Stryker claims that a cut in DW Griffith’s ‘Judith of Bethulia’ was the first cut

ever made in a movie which advances the story. He claims the cut

involves a trans character (it doesn’t, it involves Judith beheading her enemy).

Stryker reckons the editing cut/ beheading represent ‘castration’ and proves that

trans people were represented in movies from their inception and the two are deeply

connected.

The claim is so ridiculous it isn’t even worth debunking, but just in case you’re in any

doubt, Griffiths had already directed over 150 short films prior to the making of

‘Judith of Bethulia’, so I think the guy may have made one or two cuts before. Jeez.

Any film featuring any sort of crossdressing theme are automatically about trans

people. But not just cross dressing, films like Kiss of the Spiderwoman is transed.

Yentl is transed. A black woman who has taken testosterone complains that stories

like Yentl are really

messages about women’s empowerment ‘packed up in a trans masculine experience,

which is very invalidating’. 

Of course, men who play the parts of men pretending to be women (Eddie Redmayne,

Jared Leto) is a complete no-no. One talking head asserts that it fuels the murder
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of men who pretend to be women, as it perpetuates the idea that men who pretend to

be women, are actually men. And, ‘this doesn’t happen when transwomen plays

transwomen.’ Oh, reeeallee.

‘We are being murdered all the time’, ‘the more we’re seen, the more danger we are

in’ and ‘we need more trans representation so that we are murdered less’ is

#braveandstunning argument which runs through the documentary.

Of course, the documentary is called ‘Disclosure’ and many of the clips shown revolve

around final reveal moments.

Most interestingly a number of people confess trash shows, like Jerry Springer, which

typically humiliated male guests with disclosure moments, were somehow

instrumental to them. 

It doesn’t really go into any deeper meanings about what ‘disclosure’ means, because

it can’t. It’s a trans activist promo after all, not a documentary.

@threadreaderapp please unroll
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